
HOUSE No. 2131
By Mr. Lombardi ofEaston, petition ofLeon J. Lombardi and other

members of the House that provision be made for used car dealer
disclosures. Commerce and Labor.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Nine.

An Act providing for used car dealer disclosure.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 SECTION 1. (A) It is an unfair or deceptive act or practice for
2 any used vehicle dealer to fail to comply with sections 2-8 of this
3 chapter when that dealer sells or offers for sale a used vehicle in this
4 commonwealth.
5 (B) The following definitions shall apply for purposes of this
6 part:
7 (1) “Vehicle” means any motorized vehicle, other than a
8 motorcycle, with a gross vehicle weight rating (G VWR) of less than
9 8500 lbs., a vehicle curb weight of less than 6000 lbs., and a frontal

10 area of less than 46 sq. ft.
11 (2) “Used vehicle” means any vehicle driven more than the
12 limited use necessary in moving or road testing a new vehicle prior
13 to delivery to a consumer.
14 (3) “Dealer” means any person or business which sells or offers
15 for sale more than five (5) used vehicles in any twelve (12) month
16 period or any agent or employee of a dealer.
17 (4) “Consumer” means any person (or business) who is not a
18 used vehicle dealer.
19 (5) “Warranty” means any undertaking in writing in connection
20 with the sale by a dealer ofa used vehicle to refund, repair, replace
21 or take other action with respect to such used vehicle in the event
22 that vehicle fails to meet the specifications set forth in the
23 undertaking.
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24 (6) “Service contract” means a contract in writing to perform,
25 over any period of time or for any specified mileage, services
26 relating to the maintenance or repair (or both) ofany used vehicle.

* SECTION 2. (A) General duty
2 Before a dealer offers a used vehicle for sale to a consumer a
2 dealer must prepare, fully fill in and display on that vehicle a form
4 as specified in this section. A side window shall be used to display
5 the form. A form may be temporarily removed from the window
6 during any test drive of the said vehicle but the form must be
7 replaced on the said window as soon as the test drive is over.
8 The capitalization, punctuation and wording of all items,
9 headings, and text on the form must be exactly as shown in this

10 section.
11 The entire form must be printed in 100% black ink on a white
12 background in the type styles and sizes indicated.
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SEE FOR COM PI AIMS

Vehicle
MAKE MODEL MODEL YEAH VEHICI E ID NUMBER

The information on this form is part of any contract to buy this vehicle.

Here’s Who Pays if Something Doesn’t Work
When You Buy

Items Marked “OK”
If anything marked “OK” is not OK. state law says we have to fix it or give you back some money. And, if the
problem's bad enough, you can make us take the car back.

This is true no matter what the warrantysays below. You get a reasonable time after you buyto make sure that items
marked “OK” are really OK. Tell us as soon as you know that something's not OK.
Items Marked “Not OK"
You pay all the costs to fix things marked “not OK”

□ □ Frame A Body
□ □ Engine

□ □ Brake System
□ □ Steering System

□ □ Transmission A Drive Shart
□ □ Differential

□ □ Suspension System
□ □ Tires

□ □ Cooling System
□ □ Electrical System
□ □ Fuel System

□ □ Wheels
□ □ Exhaust System

□ □ Accessories □ □ Hooded or Wrecked
(once an insurance “total loss”)

What’s wrong with things marked "not OK" and how much repairs should cost

(Look at the back of this form for the details of our inspection.)

After You Buy
□ Full/ Limited Warranty on:

for I We will pay of the
cost to repair these items if they break down during the warranty period.
Ask us fora copy of (he warranty. This warranty adds toour responsibilities for items marked ’'OK”.
A seller's spoken promises may be no good. Ask us toput all promises in writing.

Implied warranties may give you more rights than his warranty.

About Implied Warranties
State law gives you an “implied warranty” that your vehicle will be good enough for ordinary use And. if you tell us
to pick out a vehicle for some special use. you getanother implied warranty thatyour vehicle will meet those special
needs.

□ A Service Contract is available from
for S extra. Ask us for a copy.

□ Private Owner
□ Private l essee

□ Daily Weekly Rental
□ Driver Education

□ Taxi
□ UnkntM
□ Other:□ Commercial Owner

□ Commercial lessee
□ lYealcr Demonstrate)
□ Police

Mileage
D Right The mileage on the odometer is corrcci

n Wrong Ihe mileage on the odometer is not correct. The true mileage was . . miles when we bought
this vehicle.

L) Unknown We don’t know the true mileage for this vehicle

Dealer
NAMF ADDRESS

no yes

Past Use(s)
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If a system is marked “OK”,
it doesn’t have the problems listed below:

FRAME & BODY BRAKE SYSTEM
Frame apparent cracks, corrective welds,

or rusted through
Failure warning light broken
Pedal not firm under pressure (DOT specs.)
Not enough pedal reserve (DOT specs.)
Does not stop vehicle in straight line

Dogtracks bent or twisted frame
Inoperative doors

(DOT specs.)
ENGINE Drum or rotor too thin (mfgr. specs.)

Lining or pad thickness less than 1/32 inch
Power unit not operating or leaking
Structural or mechanical parts damaged

Known or visible oil leakage,
excluding normal seepage

Cracked block or head
Belts missing or inoperable
Knocks or misses

STEERING SYSTEMAbnormal visible exhaust discharge
Too much free play at steering wheel

(DOT specs.)TRANSMISSION & DRIVE SHAFT
Improper fluid level or visible leakage,

excluding normal seepage
Free play in linkage more than 1/4 inch
Steering gear binds or jams

Cracked or damaged case, which is visible Front sheds aligned improperly (DOT specs.)
Power unit belts cracked or slippingAbnormal noise or vibration

Improper shifting or functioning in any gear
Manual clutch slips or chatters

Power unit fluid level improper

SUSPENSION SYSTEM
Ball joint seals damagedDIFFERENTIAL

Improper fluid level or visible leakage
excluding normal seepage

Structural parks bent or damaged
Stabilizer bar disconnected

Cracked or damaged housing, which is visible Spring broken
Abnormal noise or vibration Shock absorber mounting loose

Rubber bushings damaged or missing
Radius rod damaged or missing

COOLING SYSTEM Shock absorber leaking
Improper fluid level or visible leakage
Leaky radiator

Shock absorber functioning improperly

TIRESImproperly functioning water pump
Inadequate antifreeze strength for season of year Tread depth less than 2/32 inch

Sizes mismatched
ELECTRIALSYSTEM Visible damage
Improper fluid level or visible leakage of battery
Battery fails to start engine WHEELS
Improperly functioning alternator,

generator, or starter
Visible cracks, damage or repairs
Mounting bolts loose or missing

FUEL SYSTEM
Visible leakage

EXHAUST SYSTEM
Apparent leakage

BROKEN ACCESSORIES
Gauges or warning devices
Radio
Air conditioner
Heater & defroster
Windows

Dash lights

Inspection procedures and “DOT specs.” are printed in
Vol. 16 C.F.R. (Code ofFederal Regulations) Part 455.
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13 When filling out the form, follow the directions in (B) through (j)
14 and 455.4 below.
15 (B) (1) Warranty
16 If a used vehicle is offered for sale with a warranty, the warranty
17 box must be marked and a brief description of the warranty terms
18 shall be given in the space provided. This description must include
19 the following warranty information;
20 (1) Whether the warranty offered is “Full” or “Limited”. A
2| “Full” warranty must meet the “Federal Minimum Standards for
22 warranty” set forth in SlO4 of the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act,
23 15 U.S.C.S 2304 (1975). Inappropriate designations are to be
24 deleted. The Magnuson-Moss Act does not apply to vehicles
25 manufactured before July 4, 1975. If the dealer does not choose to
26 designate “Full” or “Limited” for such cars, both designations may
27 be deleted leaving only “Warranty”;
28 (2) The components covered such as “engine, transmission,
29 differential”. Descriptions such as “drive train,” may not be used;
30 (3) The duration such as “30 days or 1,000 miles whichever
31 occurs first”;
32 (4) The percentage of the repair cost paid by the dealer; and
33 (5) If the warranty does not include parts or labor, the dealer
34 must disclose the extent of his coverage.
35 If the warrantycovers only parts or only labor, the dealercannot
36 tell the buyer where he or she must by the excluded labor parts.
37 If the vehicle is offered for sale with a warranty, but it is sold
38 without one, the buyer must show that he or she understands the
39 change. The offered warranty may be deleted and the buyer must
40 initial the change. When the dealer sells a used vehicle, the buyer
4) shall be given a copy of the warranty.
42 (B) (2) Service Contract
43 If a dealer makes a service contract available on the vehicle, the
44 dealer shall mark the appropriate box and fill in the identity of the
45 provider and the cost in the spaces provided.
46 The buyer shall be given a copy of any service contract sold with
47 a used vehicle.
48 (Q
49 The dealer must include on each window form a description of
50 implied warranties. The exact description as shown in the form in
51 section 2(A) must be used.
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52 (D)
53 The dealer must inspect the vehicle according to the provisions
54 of section 8, If a system passes its inspection completely, the dealer
55 shall mark that system “OK” on the form. If some part of the
56 system fails the inspection, and the dealer does not repair the
57 problem, the system shall be marked “NOT OK” on the form. If
58 some part of the system fails the inspection, and the dealer does not
59 repair the problem, the system shall be marked “NOT OK” on the
60 form. The space provided on the form shall be used to briefly
61 explain the problem with each system marked “NOT OK” and the
62 dealer shall give his estimate of the cost to repair the problem. If the
63 dealer does not know the exact repair cost, the dealer may provide
64 the range of probable repair costs. If the dealer repairs all problems
65 in a system, that system may be marked “OK” in the space
66 provided.
67 The dealer must include on each window form a description of
68 “OK Items”. The exact description in the form provided in section
69 2(A) must be used.
70 The dealer shall mark whether or not the vehicle has ever been
71 declared an insurance total loss from a flood or wreck in the
72 appropriate box. The information the dealer receives from the last
73 owner for this information may be used for this purpose.
74 ( E )

75 The dealer shall mark the boxes to show each type of use he
76 knows the vehicle has had. If the dealer does not know the prior
77 use, the box for “unknown” shall be marked.
78 (F)
79 If the odometer reading is correct, the box provided shall be
80 marked. If the dealer believes that the correct mileage may be
81 different from the mileage shown on the odometer, the correct
82 mileage at the time you bought the vehicle shall be indicated in the
83 space provided or, if the correct mileage is not known, the dealer
84 shall mark that the true mileage is “Unkown.”
85 The dealer must comply with all other federal, state and local
86 laws regarding odometer statements or disclosure.
87 (G)
88 The dealer shall place the name and address of his dealership in
89 the space provided. If he does not have a dealership, he shall use the
90 name and address of his place of business or his own name and
91 home address.
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93 The dealer shall put the name and phone number of the person
94 who will settle any complaints after sale where it states “See for
95 complaints.” This person must have full authority to negotiate and
96 settle complaints for the dealer.

98 The dealer shall place the make of the used vehicle, model,
99 model year, and Vehicle Identification Number(VIN) in the spaces

100 provided.

1 SECTION 3.
2 (A)
3 Information on the window form must be incorporated into the
4 contract of sale or sale agreement for each used vehicle the dealer
5 sells to a consumer and each consumer sales contract must contain
6 the following:
7 “The information you see on the window form for this vehicle is
8 part of this contract. If anything in this contract is different, the
9 window form has the correct information.”

10 The capitalization, punctuation and wording of this notice must
11 appear exactly as shown above. The notice must be printed in 12
12 point extra-boldface type using Roman letters with 100%black ink
13 against a white background.

15 The buyer of a used vehicle sold by the dealer must be given the
16 window form displayed under section 2. If the original form is
17 permanently attached to the window, the buyer shall be given a
18 second copy completed in same manner as the original for his or
19 her records.

2 (A) The dealer may not make any statements, oral or written, or
3 do anything which takes away from or contradicts the disclosures
4 in section 2, 3, 5. The dealer may still negotiate over warranty
5 coverage, as provided in section 2 (B) of this part, provided,
6 however, the final warranty terms are written in the contract of sale
7 and the window form given to the buyer.
8 (B) The dealer may not make any false, misleading, or deceptive
9 statements about the condition or history of any used vehicle

10 offered for sale.
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2 When the dealer sells a used vehicle to another dealer, the
3 following information must be given in writing:
4 (1) All the prior uses of the said vehicle known by the dealer; and
5 (2) Whether the vehicle has ever been declared a total loss by an
6 insurance company because of flooding or accident. The dealer
7 selling the said vehicle can rely on the knowledge received from the
8 last owner for this information.
9 The dealer may give the dealer buying the said vehicle the above

10 information on the same form used to disclose the odometer
11 reading.
12 If the state title given the buyer has this information on it, said
13 title is a sufficient writing for this subpart.

2 When the dealer sells a used vehicle, a fully completed legible
3 copy of each document that was used or received under sections 2,
4 3 and 5 must be kept on record. Keep these copies for three years
5 from the date of sale. These copies must be given to any Federal
6 Trade Commission employee who asks for them.
7 General Procedure
8 Use 25 lbs. of force to test power-assisted or full-power brakes
9 (50 lbs. for non-power brakes) unless a different force is given

10 below.
II (1) Failure warning light (if original equipment)
12 Procedure: Apply the parking brake and turn the ignition to
13 “start” or test by other means set by the manufacturer to make sure
14 the light works.
15 (2) Brake system intergrity
16 Procedure: With the engine running on vehicles equipped with

ike systems, and the ignition turned to “on” in other
rce of 125 pounds to the brake pedal and hold

e that there is no decrease in pedal height

s

the
akes).
itance frr )p

1 SECTION 5.

1 SECTION 6.
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25 the pedal’s free position to the floorboard or pedal stop. This test is
26 not needed for full power (central hydraulic) brake systems or for
27 vehicles with brake systems designed to work with more than 80
28 percent of pedal travel.
29 (4) Service brake performance
30 Procedure: With the tire pressure at the manufacturer’s
31 specification, test by either procedure (a) or (b):
32 (a) Roller type or drive-on platform procedure:
33 Using either a drive-on platform or a roller-type brake analyzer
34 which can measure equalization, make sure that the forces
35 applied by the front brakes are within 20 percent of each other and
30 that the rear brakes are within 20 percent of each other. Follow the
37 directions of the maker of the test equipment.
38 (b) Road test procedure: Drive on a road that is level (no more
39 than one percent grade), dry, smooth, hard-surfaced and free from
40’ loose material, oil or grease. Mkae sure that the vehicle stops from
41 20 miles per hour within 25 feet staying in al2 foot-wide lane.
42 (5) Brake hoses and assemblies
43 Procedure: Look at all the brake hoses to make sure that the
44 hoses do not touch the vehicle’s body or chassis and that the hoses
45 are not cracked, chafed or flattened. Do not count a protective
46 device like a “rub ring” as part of the hose or tubing. Examine the
47 front brake hoses through all wheel positions from full left to right.
48 (6) Disc and drum condition
49 Procedure: Remove at least one front and one rear wheel and
50 look (measure as needed) to see if the drum diameter and rotor
51 thickness are within the manufacturer’s specifications. (Vehicles
52 built after January 1, 1971 and some earlier models have drums
53 embossed with the maximum safe drum diameter dimension and
54 the rotors embossed with the minimum safe rotor thickness
55 dimension.)
56 (7) Friction materials
57 Procedure: With at least one front and one rear whee
58 look to see if the brake linings or pads have cracks or 1
59 extend to rivet holes, except minor cracks that do r
60 attachment. See if the drum brake linings are securely a
61 the brake shoes and the disc br
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63 inch of lining left. (With riveted linings, measure the thickness of
the lining over the rivets heads. With bonded linings or pads,
measure the lining thickness over the shoe surface at the thinnest
point on the lining or pad.)

64
65
66
67 (8) Brake structural and mechanical parts
68 Procedure: With at least one front and one rear wheel removed,

look to see if backing plates and caliper assemblies are deformed or
cracked; whether system parts are broken, misaligned, missing, are
binding or are severely worn; and if automatic adjusters and other
parts are assembled and installed correctly.

69
70
71
72

(9) Power brake unit73
74 Procedure: With the engine running, look and listen to make

sure vacuum hoses are not collapsed, scraped, broken, improperly
mounted or leading that you can hear. Stop the engine and apply
the service brakes several times to destroy vacuum in the system.
Depress the brake pedal with 25 pounds of force and start the
engine while maintaining that force. The power assist is defective if
the brake pedal does not fall slightly when the engine starts. (This
test is not needed for vehicles with full power brake systems. The
service brake performance test is enough for those vehicles.)

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

(K.) Steering system83
(1) System play84
Procedure: With the engine on and the wheels in the straight

ahead position, turn the steering wheel in one direction until there
is a slight movement of a front wheel. Turn the steering wheel the
other way until the same wheel again moves slightly. If you had to

turn the steering wheel more than the distance shown in Table I,
there is excessive lash or free play in the steering system.

85
86
87
88
89
90

TABLE 1 Steering System Free Play Values

Lash
Steering wheel diameter (inches); (inches)
16 or less 2
18 2 1/4
20 2 1/2
22 2 3/4
(2) Linkage play91
Procedure: Elevate the front end of the vehicle to load the ball92

joints. Insure that the wheel bearings are correctly adjusted. Grasp93
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94 the front and rear of a tire and attempt to turn the tire and wheel
95 assembly left and right. If the free movement at the front or rear
96 tread of the tire exceeds one-quarter inch there is excessive steering
97 linkage play.
98 (3) Free turning
99 Procedure: Turn the steering wheel through the limit of travel in

100 both directions. Feel for binding or jamming in the steering gear
101 mechanisms. (The wheel should turn freely.)
102 (4) Alignment
*O3 Procedure: Toe-in or toe-out must not be greater than 1.5 times
104 the values listed in the vehicle manufacturer’s service specification
105 for alignment settings as measured by a bar-type scuff gauge or
106 other toe-in measuring device. Values to convert toe-in readings in
107 inches to scuff gauge readings in feet/mile side-slip for different
108 wheel sizes are provided below. Tire diameters are used in
109 computing scuff gauge readings are based on the average
HO maximum tire dimensions of grown tires in service for typical
HI wheel and tire assemblies.
112 (a) Toe-in settings from vehicle MFR’s Service Specifications

Readings in feet per mile sideslipNominal

Wheel size tire
(included) diameter I/I6£ l/8£ 3/16£ l/4£ 5/16 f 3/8£ 7/16£ l/2f 9/l6£

(inches)
13 25.2 13.1 26.2 39.3 52.4 65.5 78.6 91.7 104.8 117.9
■4 26.4 12.5 25.0 37.5 50.0 62.5 75.0 87.5 100,0 112.5
15 28.5 11.5 23.0 34.5 46.0 57.5 69.0 80.5 92.0 103.5
16 35.6 9.3 18.6 27.9 37.2 46.5 55.8 65,1 74.4 83.7

113 (5) Power steering system
114 Procedure : Examine the fluid reservoir to see that it has enough
115 fluid. Check to see that the pump belts are not cracked or slipping.
116 (L) Suspension system
117 (1) Suspension

P l B Procedure: Examine the front and rear suspension parts to make
119 sure that the ball joint seals are not cut or cracked; the structural
120 parts are not bent or damaged; the stabilizer bars are connected;
121 the springs are not broken or extended by spacers; the shock
122 absorber mountings, shackles and U-bolts are securely attached;
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123 rubber bushings are not cracked, extruded out from or missing
from suspension joints; and the radius rods are not missing or
damaged.

124
125

(2) Shock absorber126
Procedure: Look at the shock absorbers to make sure their seals

are not leaking (oil on the housing leaking from within). Make sure
the vehicle does not rock freely more than two cycles by pushing
down on one end of the vehicle, releasing and counting the cycle.
Repeat at the other end of the vehicle. Test on a level surface.

127
128
129
130
131

(M) Tires132
(1) Tread depth133
Procedures: Make sure that the tread on each tire is at least two

thirty-seconds of an inch deep. On passenger cars look for exposed
tread depth indicators (check two adjacent major grooves at three
points about equally spaced around the tire). On other vehicles,
you may have to measure tread depth with a tread gauge.

134
135
136
137
138

(2) Type139
Procedure: Look to make sure that the tires on each axle are

matched in tire size designation, construction and profile, and are
not a major deviation in size from the manufacturer’s recommen-
dation. (Given on a glove box sign in 1968 or later passenger cars.)

140
141
142
143

(3) General condition144
Procedure: Look to make sure that the tires are free from

clunking, bumps, knots, or bulges evidencing cord, ply, or tread
separation from the casing or other adjacent materials.

145
146
147

(4) Damage148
Procedure: Look at and use a blunt instrument (to probe cuts or

abrasions) to make sure that tire cords or belting materials are not
exposed.

149
150
151

(N) Wheels152
(1) Integrity153
Procedure: Look at the wheels (tire rim, wheel disc, and spider)

to make sure that there are no visible cracks, elongated bolt holes,
or signs of repair welding.

154
155
156

(2) Deformation157
Procedure: Use a runout gauge and stand to make sure that the

lateral and radial runout of each rim bead area is not more than
one-eighth of an inch of total indicated runout. (Measure each
wheel through a full rotation.)

158
159
160
161
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162 (3) Mounting
163 Procedure: Make sure all wheel nuts and bolts are in place and
164 tight.

I
The inspection for section 2 (D) must include the items listed

below. For items that have a special inspection procedure, the
dealer must use that procedure to decide if the item passes or fails.
For items that do not have special procedures, the dealer must
decide if the item is in repair or not after the used vehicle has been
test driven, has had the chassis examined, and has been examined
under the hood. When deciding whether or not an item is inrepair,
the dealer shall treat all vehicles the same. Lower standards for
older or cheaper vehicles shall not be used.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
(A) Frame and bodyII
(1) Frame apparent cracks, corrective welds or rusted

through
12
13

(2) Dogtracks bent or twisted frame
(3) Inoperative doors

14
15

(B) Engine16
(1) Known or visible oil leakage, excluding normal seepage
(2) Cracked block or head

17
18

(3) Belts missing or inoperable
(4) Knocks or misses

19
20

(5) Abnormal visible exhaust discharge
(C) Transmission and drive shaft

21
22
23 (1) Improper fluid level or visible leakage, excluding normal

seepage24
25 (2) Cracked or damaged case, which is visible.

(3) Abnormal noise or vibration26
27 (4) Improper shifting or functioning in any gear

(5) Manual clutch slips or chatters28
29 (D) Differential
30 (I) Improper fluid level or visible leakage, excluding normal

seepage31
32 (2) Cracked or damaged housing, which is visible

(3) Abnormal noise or vibration33

SECTION 7.
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(

34 (E) Cooling system
35 (1) Improper fluid level or visible leakage
36 (2) Leaky radiator
37 (3) Improperly functioning water pump
38 (4) Inadequate antifreeze strength for season of year.
39 (F) Electrical system

(1) Improper fluid level or visible leakage of battery40
(2) Battery fails to start engine41
(3) Improperly functioning alternator, generator, or starter42
(G) Fuel system43
(1) Visible leakage44
(H) Broken accessories45
(1) Gauges or warning devices46
(2) Radio47
(3) Air conditioner48
(4) Heater and defroster49
(5) Windows50
(6) Dash lights51
(I) Exhaust system52
(1) Apparent leakage53
(J) Brake system54

1 SECTION 8. (A) Any person who buys a used vehicle from a
dealer may bring an action in the district court for damages for
violations of this chapter.

2
3
4 (B) If the court finds for the person bringing the action, recovery

shall be in the amount of actual damages; or up to three, but not
less than two, times such amount if the court finds that the illegal
act in question was a willful and knowing violation ofthis chapter.
If the person bringing the action has rejected a reasonable written
offer of settlement for single damages the court may not award
more than single damages.

5
6
7
8
9
10

I SECTION 9. (A) This chapter is intended to require disclosure
of information about the condition and history of used vehicles
sold by dealers. In requiring these affirmative disclosures, it is not
the intent to preempt federal, state or local laws, or rules or
regulations which require title or other disclosures or other
affirmative actions by dealers as to:

7

3
4
5

6
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7 (1) Defects existing in used vehicles offered for sale
8 (2) Prior uses (or prior owners)
9 (3) Odometer reading

10 (4) Motor Vehicle Inspection
11 (5) Dealer name and address, and complaint handler
12 (6) Flooding or accident damage
13 (7) Vehicle make, model, model year or serial number (VIN)
14 (B) Each section of this chapter and its application is each
15 separate and severable.
1 o (C) The relief provided in this chapter is in addition to such other
17 provisions of law, including but not limited to section 7N of
18 chapter 90 and chapter 93A.

Thle document hee been printed on 100% recycled paper.




